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Everyday Outdoors
by Wade Shambaugh

The joys of archery
Archery is a very interesting discipline, dating back thousands of years.
Many different types of bows have
been used for centuries for hunting,
recreational shooting, and in the past,
as fearsome weapons of war.
The modern archer has more types
of archery equipment to choose from
than ever before. Many people enjoy
the simplicity of traditional bows, of
which there are several types. Self
bows are not much more than a well
put together stick and string. Long
bows are slightly more refined, with a
shelf of some sort for the arrow to rest
upon. Recurve bows come in a variety
of lengths and designs, and are usually
made of wood laminated with fiberglass or other materials. While some
archers attach sights to these types of
bows -- usually recurves -- they are
mostly shot instinctively, without any
type of sights to assist with aiming
them.
Probably the most common type of
bow in use today is the modern compound bow. These bows are the most
popular for hunting and for various
forms of competition shooting, such
as 3D target shoots. A compound bow
uses a system of wheels -- or cams -and pulleys, so that the shooter is only
holding a percentage of the bow's
draw weight. These bows are made in
many different levels of power and efficiency. Most archers shooting a
modern compound bow utilize some
sort of sights to aid their aim. These
sights can be as simple as single or
multiple stationary pins, to extremely
complex sights that move to adjust for

different distances, and even magnified optics or scopes.
In recent years, the crossbow is becoming more and more popular. Many
states now allow the use of crossbows
during the regular archery season.
This has sometimes caused a bit of
controversy with archers who like
using more traditional equipment. The
crossbow is a very efficient tool, and
easier to learn to shoot than more traditional bows. The truth is, crossbows
have been in use for thousands of
years. Modern designs and advancements in accessories such as arrows
and sighting systems have made them
more efficient and easy to use, the
same as with other styles of archery.
They are simply another form of
archery.
Whether an archer is planning on
hunting or not, now is a great time to
start shooting. The use of portable targets allows a person or group of people to shoot for fun and practice at
many outdoor functions, such as cookouts, birthday parties, and holiday celebrations. We have the rest of the
Spring, as well as the whole Summer
and Fall ahead of us, for many nice
days to be outside shooting.
Another plus to the various types of
archery is that the arrows are reusable.
The current ammunition shortage, and
the price of ammo when it is available,
is limiting the amount most folks want
to plink with their favorite firearms.
Archery is a great way to participate
in the same type of activities, but after
everyone has shot their arrows, they

Trail etiquette
& tips
Plan your trail visit and prepare for
your own safety and needs, and for
any children joining you on the trail.
This includes water, food, first aid
supplies, clothing and footwear
suited to the weather and area, plus
some method of emergency communication.
Be courteous of other trail users.
Mountain bikers yield to hikers.
Bikers and hikers yield to horses on
the trail.
Hikers going up a trail have the
right of way. Those going downhill
yield to them.

Modern crossbow

can walk down and retrieve them from
the target!
No matter if you are interested in
hunting, recreational shooting, or finding some sort of competition to engage in, archery has a lot to offer.
There is a wide variety of equipment
to choose from. The amount of physical activity involved can be tailored
to the shooter’s interest or abilities. It
can add many enjoyable hours to our
outdoor activities, whether practicing,
hunting, or competing. And the ammo
is reusable! Get out there and fling
some arrows.
Wade Shambaugh has lived in Morgan County his whole life and is a lifelong outdoorsman.

Scan me and #ExploreWV
www.explorewv.org
“You must go on adventures
to find out where you belong.”
Sign up to get the trails delivered right to your inbox.
• Find out about trails nearby
• Get a taste of West Virginia parks & public land
• Discover local plants, trees & history
• Keep up with each season in the woods

Trail users give verbal or other
sound warning when going around
others on foot or bike.
Stay on designated trails built to
handle traffic, especially in busy
parks.
If trails are very muddy or icy, save
the hike or bike trip for another day.
Don’t disturb wildlife. Keep your
distance for the safety of you and
the animal.
Keep noises to a minimum on the
trail for the benefit of others and
wildlife.
Leave plants and trees intact. Park
and state rules prohibit taking
plants from public land. Wild food
like berries can be eaten along the
trail, if the majority are left for
wildlife.
Don’t poop next to the trail. Go at
least 70 paces from a trail. Dig a
hole to bury your waste and paper.
Pack out any trash or items you
brought to the trail.
Watch out for the safety and wellbeing of other trail users.

